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Relax Bonaire
Region: Alcudia Sleeps: 10

Overview
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As described in its name, Relax Bonaire provides a tranquil place to unwind 
and escape the mundane upon your getaway to Spain. Offering a whopping 
ten guests accommodation across a contemporary and immaculate estate, 
look no further for a place to explore the wonders of Mallorca.

Relax Bonnaire combines traditional Mediterranean construction with 
gorgeous finishes both indoors and out. Enjoy divine spaces to kick back and 
relax indoors and ample spots outdoors, to enjoy the glorious island climate. 
Alongside entertainment options, you can also dine like royalty and the villa 
has been set in an exclusive, upmarket residential area, perfect for privacy 
and in proximity to tonnes to explore!

The chef of the party has a wonderful state-of-the-art, fitted kitchen with where 
you will find all the modern conveniences to whip up anything from coffees to 
three-course meals. From here head into the stylish dining room, hosting a 
huge table and lovely dining chairs. From here, a wide archway leads you 
through to the first living room, full of character it houses a cosy seating area, 
a fireplace and patio doors, the perfect place to have an intimate evening full 
of laughs and chatter!

In the second part of the building which is slightly more elevated than the first, 
there is a bright, spacious and chicly furnished lounge with cosy sofas, just 
right for gathering with friends and family. Enjoy movies and sports on a flat-
screen TV as sun-light streams through large sliding patio doors!

Three of the five bedrooms of this luxurious home have been placed on the 
ground floor, offering twin-single beds in spacious chambers and sharing use 
of two clean-lined family bathrooms. On the top level of Relax Bonnaire, you 
will find the master suite. Elegantly decorated in white and complete with four-
poster bed, en suite bathroom and offering breath-taking views of the 
mountains and bay of Pollensa! Lastly, there is a separate bedroom with en 
suite bathroom adjoining the living area downstairs.

Head through the patio doors you can access the beamed and covered 
terrace, complete with outdoor furniture, where you can laze on a summer 
evening with a drink or two. Enjoy alfresco meals on the outdoor table across 
the lush lawn. Enjoy a match or two on games tables before dipping into the 
private swimming pool, set under the gorgeous trees on the grounds.
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Facilities
Private Pool  •  Beach Nearby  •  Ideal for Kids  •  Ideal for Teens  •  Wi-
Fi/Internet  •  Air-Con  •  <1hr to Airport  •  BBQ  •  Ground Floor Bed & Bath  •  
Satellite TV  •  Indoor Games  •  Outdoor Games  •  Fenced Grounds  •  
Watersports  •  Canoeing/Kayaking  •  Rural Location  •  Walking/Hiking Paths  
•  Golf Nearby  •  Outstanding Landscapes  •  Outdoor Pursuit & Activities  •  
Tourist Towns & Villages
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa

Relax Bonaire is located in the exclusive residential area of Bonaire and close 
to beaches and the charming marina, this luxury villa's Mediterranean facade 
conceals a surprisingly contemporary interior, perfectly blending styles to 
create an ideal holiday home. There are 5 bedrooms and 4 bathrooms, and it 
can accommodate up to 10 people

Ground Floor
- Ample living room with satellite TV and access to the patio
- Separated dining area for eight people
- Fully equipped kitchen with access to the patio
- Bedroom with two single beds
- Bedroom with two single beds
- Bedroom with two single beds
- Family bathroom
- Family bathroom

First Floor
- Bedroom with double bed and en-suite bathroom
- Bedroom with double bed and en-suite bathroom

Exterior Grounds
- Private swimming pool (9x4m)
- Large garden and patio area
- Covered terrace
- Various sun loungers
- Daybeds
- Outdoor dining for ten people
- Outdoor shower
- Various sitting areas
- Outdoor bar with barbecue
- Private parking

Additional Facilities
- Wi-Fi connection
- Air conditioning
- Satellite TV
- Central heating
- Washing machine and dryer
- Hair dryer
- Coffee machine
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Location & Local Information
Spain boasts an amazing list of reasons to visit. Enjoy hours upon hours of 
sunshine as you gorge on some of the finest cuisine known to man. From 
fiestas to beaches, mountains, the nation's landscapes are so varied that it 
even boasts Europe's only desert!

Mallorca blesses each moment in the daytime with ample sunshine and turns 
up the atmosphere in the night Alongside picture-perfect beaches and bays, 
guests have an island steeped in seafaring, so expect speciality seafood 
dishes and an array of things to do on the coast and in the water!

Boasting some of the longest hours of sunshine in a land known for its rays, 
the island of Mallorca blesses days and comes alive at night with one of the 
liveliest party scenes across the globe! Abound with some of the finest 
beaches and bays across the continent, you can expect some of the greatest 
seafood and exploration activities on the sea, on an island steeped in aquatic 
history!

Located in Cielo de Bonaire, an upscale area and are a short distance from 
the equally glam Mal Pas-Bon Aire, both part of the wider Port of Pollensa. A 
superb place to explore the wonders of the northern tip of the island, the port 
is popular and thus crammed with amenities, services and facilities to ensure 
you have complete peace of mind throughout your stay!

Spend mornings and early afternoons wandering the area for cafes and places 
to enjoy breakfasts with the freshest produce, before admiring the beautiful 
architecture throughout the region, which also gives visitors a piece of history. 
Grab yourself some groceries or bits and bobs to use throughout your stay at 
supermarkets before heading over to local open-markets in nearby Alcudia, to 
grab things to remind you of your holiday! The town is also great when its 
dinner or lunchtime, as you can stroll along the promenades or make your way 
into the town for a taste of authentic Spanish cuisine, or try restaurants that 
infuse or put a twist on classic recipes.

Can you say you've been to Mallorca if you don't visit a beach? Relax 
Bonnaire's location sees it nearby several stretches of the coastal spots! Just 
a ten-minute drive away will see you at Alcudia Beach and a few more minutes 
lands you on Playa de Muro. Both beaches offer stretches of white sand 
shores and brilliant turquoise seas where you can kick-back on the coast with 
a cocktail or get right into the refreshing waters

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport Palma de Mallorca Airport
(66km)
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Nearest Ferry Port Alcudia Ferry Port
(7km)

Nearest Village Mal Pas-Bon Aire
(2km)

Nearest Town/City Alcudia
(4km)

Nearest Restaurant Cocodrilo Restaurant
(1km)

Nearest Bar/Pub Cocodrilo Bar
(1km)

Nearest Supermarket Eurocop Sumermarket
(2km)

Nearest Beach Sant Pere Beach
(2km)

Nearest Golf Alcanada Golf Course
(9km)

Nearest Tennis Bellevue Tennis and Padel Club
(8km)
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What you should know…
Pool heating is available for this property. This is an optional service and charged extra

Cots and cribs are charged additionally

Car hire is recommended with your stay here

What Oliver loves…
This lovely villa offers incredibly gorgeous spaces, breathtaking views and 
offers privacy and bliss for ten guests!

Enjoy splashing in the private outdoor pool or play a game of ping-pong!

The villa sits in Alcudia, offering tonnes of places to explore, shop and dine!

What you should know…
Pool heating is available for this property. This is an optional service and charged extra

Cots and cribs are charged additionally

Car hire is recommended with your stay here
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: €1,000 charged to client’s credit card by the owner before/upon arrival and refunded two weeks after departure, subject to full inspection.

- Arrival time: 4 pm

- Departure time: 10 am

- End of stay cleaning included?: Yes. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival. Any extra cleaning, laundry, maintenance and/or rubbish disposal 
required will be charged against the security deposit.

- Linen & towels included?: Bed linen, bath and pool towels are included in the rental price.

- Energy costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- Heating costs included?: Yes, included in the rental price.

- Internet access?: Wi-Fi internet access included in rental price.

- Minimum stay: 7 nights

- Changeover day: Flexible.

- Pets welcome?: Not allowed.

- Smoking Allowed?: Not permitted.

- Tax: Balearic Eco Tourist Tax of €2.20 per person per night for over 16's is not included in the rental price and will need to be paid prior arrival via a link direct to the supplier.

- Insurance: Guests are required to be in possession of a valid insurance policy, which covers them for cancellations, personal belongings, public liability and any accidental damage caused during their stay.


